Introduction
The power flow will be expected to increasely vary more complex and more uncertain due to the increasing the the several power transactions and the distributed generators. Therefore, it is difficult for Voltage/Reactive power Control (VQC) to sustain the adequate voltages in the power system. On the other hand, the economy and security are requested for power system operation and control under the competitive power market. The optimization algorithm is effective to satisfy such these trade-off problem.
In this paper, in order to realize flexible VQC which responds to the uncertain power flow with competitive power market, the optimization method of VQC by Tabu Search algorithm taking into account of both economy and security. Moreover, the novel neighborhood condition setting focused on the control interference between voltage control equipments is applied to minimizing the objective function.
Proposed Scheme
In this paper, the two schemes are proposed; one is the objective function taking into account of economy and security, and the other is the neighborhood conditions in Tabu search algorithm, which is suitable for minimizing the proposed objective function. Equation (1) shows the proposed objective funcition. The first and second term in this equation are related to economy cost, which correspond to total transmission loss and total shunt device loss, respectively. The third and fourth term are related to the voltage security which is expressed as summation of the generator reactive outputs and transformer tap positions difference from the neutral. The fifth and sixth term are penalty terms to guarantee the constraint conditions of the voltage and generator reactive power limits.
The barter controls between two opposite shunt devices and between transformer tap without neutral position and shunt device are proposed as the new neighborhood conditions. They are focused on the the control interference characteristics between voltage control equipments. The flowchart of the proposed neighborhood searching shows Fig. 1 .
Numerical Simulations
In order to comfirm the effectiveness of proposed scheme, some numerical simulations were carried out with IEEE 14 bus and 57bus systems. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the results in case of IEEE 14 bus system. The effectiveness of the proposed objective function is shown in Table 1 . From this result, the transmission loss by using proposed objective function is a little larger than the one by only Table 2 . Control effect of proposed neighborhood setting the loss minimum as objective function, but total generator reactive outputs ΣQg is more than 10 times smaller. It is possible for VQC to satisfy both of economy and security by using proposed objective function. On the other hand, Table 2 shows the control effectiveness of the proposed barter controls. In all cases, the proposed neighborhood conditions are more effective than the conventional ones to minimize the objective function. Moreover, it is found that the proposed barter controls can avoid the hunting phenomena in the searching process of Tabu Search. * * *
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Due to deregulation of electric power market, the several power transactions and the distributed generators will increase year by year. The power flow in power system will vary increasingly more complex and more uncertain by them. So it is difficult for Voltage and reactive power(Q) Control (VQC) to sustain the adequate voltages in the power system. On the other hand, the economy and security are requested for power system operation and control under the competitive environment. The optimization algorithm is effective to satisfy these trade-off problem. The optimization of VQC traces the combinational optimization problem with shunt devices, transformer tap and generator terminal voltage. Tabu Search (TS), which is one of meta-heuristic approaches, is suitable for the optimization problem of VQC. Because it is able to deal with the discrete variables such as shunt devices easily and it needs few tuning parameters.
In this paper, in order to realize flexible VQC which responds to the uncertain power flow with competitive environment, we propose the optimization of VQC with TS algorithm taking into account of both economy and security. The security is considered as the minimization of generator reactive outputs and transformer tap positions difference from the neutral. Moreover, the novel neighborhood condition setting focused on the control interference between voltage control equipments is applied to minimizing the objective function. It is confirmed by several numerical simulations using IEEE 14 and 57 bus system that the proposed scheme is able to ensure the security and to find the useful optimal solution efficiently. (1) Table 6 . Control conditions at IEEE57bus system. 7 IEEE57 Table 7 . Control effect of proposed neighborhood setting at IEEE57 bus system. 0 1 2 3 14 7 0
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